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The first quantum correction to the classical value of the second virial coefficient for the
square-well potential is calculated The r.esult is B(T) = end [g + (1-q ) e puJ+ 2 wXd {e p"
+q [1+e P" -2e Pu~ Io(2pu)J), with X=(h /2wmkT) and p=(k&') . Here, u denotes the depth
of the well, d is the diameter of the hard core, and gd is the range of the potential.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to give the first
quantum correction to the classical value of the
second virial coefficient B(T) for a gas of parti-
cles interacting via the square-well potential:

= Q)
=- 0,

for g&d
for d& r&qd
for x& qd

where u is a constant. This simple-model poten-
tial is supposed to represent the effect of a real
intermolecular potential fairly well. To calculate
the classical second virial coefficient for this
potential is trivial. ' For light gases, however,

the quantum corrections are not completely
negligible. '

The quantum-mechanical second virial coeffici-
ent for the square-well potential has two note-
worthy features. First, it cannot be obtained by
the usual Wigner-Kirkwood high-temperature ex-
pansion' because that expansion is essentially an
expansion in powers of the gradient operator, and
is therefore not applicable to the singular square-
well potential. 4 Second, the presence of the hard
core in the potential implies that at high tempera-
tures all symmetrization effects are negligible or,
more precisely, are exponentially small. ' In a
series expansion of B(T) in powers of the ratio of
the thermal deBroglie wavelength X = (h'/2nmkT)'~'
to the hard-core diameter d, it therefore suffices
to consider the spin-independent part Bdirect.
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II. CALCULATIONS

The direct part of the second virial coefficient
follows from the thermal Green's function by'» '

Here, g(r, r, ; s) is the Laplace transform of
G(r, r» P). As the solution of the diffusion equa-
tion BG/BP —DV'G =0 for diffusion from a, unit
point source in infinite space is

Bd. ——2 fdr, ,[1—2/3 X'G(ro, r„.P )] (2) (4vDP) ' 'exp/- [B'+ (z —z,)')/4DB),

For the square-well potential, the Green's func-
tion satisfies

G(r, r, ; p) =0, for fr —rcl&d

——Dv'+ u G = 0 f» d &
I
r - r

l
& 'f)d

sp C

one particular solution of (8) is the Laplace trans-
for of this, namely 8

X/2 X/2
1 exp(- [sD '] [R' + (z —z,)'] }5 =

[B' + (z —z,)2]

with the initial condition

(5)

x exp[- (('+ sD ')"'
l
z —z,

l ]

lim G(r, r„P) = 5(r —r, )
~p

here D is related to the mass of a single molecule
by D = h'/m, the point rc is the center of the
potential, and P =(kT) '. At the surface
t r —r& t =-qd, both the function and its normal
derivative have to be continuous.

To solve this "diffusion" problem completely is
not easy. ' But, for our purpose, a high- tempera-
ture expansion to the first order in X/d, we may
take advantage of the following simplifying fea-
tures: (i) At distances»X from the boundaries,
the quantum- mechanical corrections to the
Green's function are negligible. This allows us to
neglect the boundary at

l
r —rcl = gd when calcu-

lating the corrections due to the hard core and
vice versa. In the one-dimensional ease, the
problem can be solved with and without this sim-
plification, and the difference between the two.
results can be shown to be of the order
exp[-d'/X'], i.e. , negligible to O(X/d); (ii) to
lowest order in X/d, the diameter of the sphere
is infinite. Thus, the spherical boundaries ap-
pear planar to lowest order.

This means that we have reduced our problem
of solving (3)-(5), simultaneously, to solving (3)
and (4), or (4) and (5), separately, depending on
which region we are interested in. And we can
replace the boundary conditions on a sphere by
boundary conditions on a plane.

Let us first consider the case when the source
r, = (0, 0, z,) is outside the well. It is then con-
venient to use coordinates such that the center of
the sphere is at (0, 0, —7id). Taking the Laplace
transform of (4) and (5), with respect to P and
using (6), we get

sg —DV'I, + ug = 0, for z & 0 (7)

Here 8' = g'+y' and Jp is the Bessel function of
first kind and zero order. The general solution
of the corresponding homogeneous equation which,
for z & 0, vanishes when

l rl -~, is given by

w = f d(&($)J,($B)exp[ —($'+ sD ')'~'z] . (11)

The general solution of (8) is thus g = v+ w .
Likewise, the general solution of (7) is

g = f"d~B(~)d,(~B) exp[(&'+sD '+uD-')'~'z] .
0 (12)

Matching these solutions and their normal deriva-
tives at z = 0 determines the unknown functions
A($) and B($). For z& 0 (which is the only solu-
tion that we are interested in when z, & 0), we get

g =
4 f

ding

J,((R)(g'+ sD ')
7T p

j./2
x (exp[- (h'+ D ') Iz —"I]

Z/2 1/2
($'+ sD ') —($'+ sD '+uD ')

+ 1/2 1/2
(('+sD ') +(('+sD '+uD ')

I. /2

x«exp[-(5'+ sD ') (z+ z,)])-(i3)

1 - l. /2
g =

4 D f d)(Z, ()R)($'+ sD '+uD ')
7T 0

In the same manner, we can find the Laplace trans-
form of the Green's function when the source is
inside the well and close to the outer boundary,

sg-5(r —r, ) —Dv'g = 0, for z&0. (8)
Z/2

x &exp[- (('+ sD '+uD-')
I
z —zol ]
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l/2 l/2
($'+ sD '+uD ') —($'+ sD ')

1/2 1/2
(('+sD '+uD ') + (]'+sD ')

l/2
&& exp[ —(('+sD '+uD ') (z+z,)]), (14)

and when it is close to the hard core

The result is

B(T) = —,
' md'[ri'+(1 —g') e "]+2 "'gag'

&& (e "+q'[1+e —2e I,(—,
' Pu)]), (16)

exp(- [(s+u)D- ] [ft'+ (z+z, )
l/2

[R'+ (z+ z,)']

l/2

l/2
1 exp(- [(s+u)D '] [a'+(z+z, )']

l/2
where I, is the modified Bessel function of first
kind and order zero. ' When one puts u = 0 and
u = ~ in (16), the results check with those for hard
spheres of diameter d and gd, respectively. "

The first-order relative shift of the Hoyle tem-
perature T~ is given by

(r —r )/7' = —(3/2')). /d

We have in Eq. (15) tra, nslated the coordinate sys-
tem such that 'rc =- (0, 0, —d) .

When these results are inserted into (2) it i.s a.

straightforward matter to perform the integration
over r, first, to invert the Laplace transform
afterwards, and to do the integration over g at the
end. In the quantum-correction terms, the inte-
grat'ion over the width of the well may be extended
to infinity.

Also, in those terms, the factor r,' in the
volume element d r, = 4m"„'A., is, to lowest order,
constant, and is equal to d' or (qd)', respectively.

a/2
2q'- q-'+1 —2q'(1 —q -') I.(-,' ln(1 —q -'))

(q' —1) ln (1 —7l -')
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